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Big machine learning started in Python

Does that mean it has an advantage for ML in the future?



Swift for TensorFlow: 
Abandoning Python?

Google’s Why Swift for TensorFlow?

Final decision

In the end, we narrowed the list based on technical merits 
down to Swift, Rust, C++, and potentially Julia. We next 
excluded C++ and Rust due to usability concerns, and picked 
Swift over Julia because Swift has a much larger community, is 
syntactically closer to Python, and because we were more 
familiar with its internal implementation details - which 
allowed us to implement a prototype much faster.

Swift has a larger community for app development

But Julia has a larger community for science!



Scientific Machine 
Learning

Scientific machine learning (SciML) is 
a core component of artificial 
intelligence (AI) and a computational 
technology that can be trained, with 
scientific data, to augment or 
automate human skills



Claim: Julia’s composable 
abstractions override the 

historical aspects and 
gives it a technical 

advantage over Python 
for scientific machine 

learning



Traditional deep learning learns everything from “big data”
But big data can cost billions (or may not even be available)



We need to incorporate
scientific knowledge into

machine learning



Scientific knowledge is physical laws



Scientific knowledge is models



Scientific knowledge is mathematical equations



Machine learning runs on data

And a model is worth a thousand datasets



How can we incorporate
scientific models as
prior knowledge into AI?



Why does machine 
learning work?

Let’s take a step back



Prediction algorithms are functions



Prediction algorithms are functions



Universal Approximation 
Theorem

Neural networks, with the right 
choice of weights, 

can approximate any function

Training is the act of learning the 
right weights from data



Let’s use these function approximators 
to learn the unknown extra physics in 
our equations

Universal

Differential

Equations



U-ODE’s for eVTOL Battery Modeling: 19% 
Increase in Degradation Modeling Accuracy 

A. Bills, S. Sripad, W. L. Fredericks, M. Guttenberg, D. Charles E. Frank, V. Viswanathan, Universal Battery Performance and Degradation Model for Electric Aircraft, DOI: 10.26434/chemrxiv.12616169.v1
https://electrek.co/2018/04/14/tesla-battery-degradation-data/

SciML for battery-powered cars and airplanes U-ODE Degradation Model

https://electrek.co/2018/04/14/tesla-battery-degradation-data/


Discovering Droplet Physics

Raj Dandekar, MIT



Understanding the droplet crowns

?



Recovering sheet thickness from crown height

Exact same scaling as 

obtained from theory!

Theory was wrong!

Accelerate the physicist: 2 years to one weekend



Scientific machine learning 
can be used to learn physics, 
and also approximate it



Universal PDEs for Acceleration: Automated 
Climate Parameterizations

Boussinesq Equations (Navier-Stokes)
High fidelity equations Simplified approximation for 

accelerated computation Neural-enhanced simplification

Theory Training

Accelerated but 
accurate simulations



For more detailed information on scientific 
machine learning, see my previous talks

• COVID-19 Epidemic Mitigation via Scientific Machine Learning (SciML)

• Universal Differential Equations for SciML - Modeling and Computation 
Seminar, Chris Rackauckas

• JuliaCon 2020 | Doing Scientific Machine Learning (SciML) With Julia (4 
hour workshop!)

All on Youtube, goes into detail, start doing SciML



For these techniques to 
work, scientific simulation 

and machine learning need 
to talk the same language



TensorFlow is not Python

TF variables are not
Python variables

TF evaluations and
Constants are not
Python’s!

Tensorflow will not
work on this code!



PyTorch is not Python

https://rickwierenga.com/blog/machine%20learning/numpy-vs-pytorch-linalg.html

https://rickwierenga.com/blog/machine%20learning/numpy-vs-pytorch-linalg.html


The differences 
can be subtle 

but matter for 
correctness and 

performance

• Python is an imperative language: you 
control the memory representations, the 
what device variables are on, and exactly 
what is computed

• Tensorflow is a declarative language: you do 
not control the internal representation 
variables, you do not control what devices 
the variables are on, and it can change what 
is computed

• PyTorch is an imperative sublanguage: you 
control the memory representations, but 
need to use its primitives to get 
performance or compatibility with 
differentiation (learning), its primitives can 
give different results from Python (numpy)



Unless you rewrite the climate model, the galaxy 
model, the … into TensorFlow/PyTorch, it is not 
compatible with ML

But Python’s advantage 
was its packages!



Because we cannot reuse the old 
Python software, let’s re-evaluate 
our choice of language



One option: Domain-
Specific Languages 

(DSL)

• Pro: full control, make it perfect for SciML!

• Con: write everything by yourself… everything!

DIFFTAICHI: DIFFERENTIABLE PROGRAMMING FOR PHYSICAL SIMULATION



Can we make a language
without a barrier between
machine learning and
other software?

It already exists, it’s called Julia, and it already has

thousands of packages and scientific simulators!



Why Julia?   It’s expressive.
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• Gillespie simulations are used in the field of drug discovery, modeling 
susceptibility, infection and recovery

• Julia package (Gillespie.jl) allows you to easily and directly simulate 
your model and rapidly iterate through experiments

Textbook 
algorithm

Implementation in 
Julia

Simulation 
Results

Frost, Simon D.W. (2016) Gillespie.jl: Stochastic Simulation Algorithm 
in Julia. Journal of Open Source Software 1(3) doi:0.21105/joss.00042



Why Julia?   It’s fast.
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Implementation

Time per simulation 

(ms)

R 785

R (GillespieSSA) 463

Rcpp 1.40

Julia (DifferentialEquations.jl) 1.14

Julia (DifferentialEquations.jl, Static) 0.72

Julia (Hand Optimized) 0.49

• Straightforward use of Julia’s package is ~400 times faster than R

• Applying a simple optimization makes it ~650 times faster than R

• Historically getting speed like this required a second language (like C++)



Why Julia? It’s one language



Why Julia? One language is easier to develop 
and maintain

Package Truck Factor

D3 1

Netty 2

Clojure 2

Drupal 2

Pandas 2

TensorFlow 2

IPython 4

Jekyll 4

React 4

Swift 5

Django 7

Julia 8



Why Julia? It’s composable.

• When we do combustion modeling we use 
DifferentialEquations.jl

• When we do pharmacometric modeling, we use 
DifferentialEquations.jl

• When we do climate modeling, we use 
DifferentialEquations.jl

• When we do robotics, we use 
DifferentialEqauations.jl

• When we define neural ODEs, we use 
DifferentialEquations.jl

• When we simulate quantum dynamics, we use 
DifferentialEquations.jl

• When model batteries, we use 
DifferentialEquations.jl

• Etc…

Neural ODE library = Neural Network Library + ODE Library 

Neural network library



When composability
goes wrong, you lose
the advantage of high

level languages package
ecosystems!



Composability is experts 
working in their expertise

DifferentialEquations.jl is:

• 50x faster than SciPy

• 50x faster than MATLAB

• 100x faster than R’s deSolve

These are optimized libraries 
calling wrappers of Fortran 
code!



Composability is not 
having to rewrite 

heavily optimized code

Neural ODEs in PyTorch?

• torchdiffeq (2019)

• No support for stiff equations, events, …

• 450x slower than SciPy

• 30,000x slower than Julia



Composability is more of a 
problem as the expertise in 

a subject grows

Neural SDEs in PyTorch

• torchsde (2020)

• >76,000x slower than Julia



Composability is not having to start from 
scratch every year

PhD Student at Northeastern

JAX: new machine learning library 
in Python

Rewrite everything again?



Composability is accruing developer time and resources

Library DifferentialEquations.jl torchdiffeq torchsde Jax (experimental ODE 
module)

Started 2016 2019 2020 2019

Developers who have committed 
more than 100 lines of code

>50 3 1 3

Developer practices >100 hours of 
continuous integration 
testing

No continuous 
integration 
testing

No continuous 
integration testing

None on the ODE 
portion

Windows Support Yes Yes No (blist wheel 
compilation issue)

No



Composability is about growing feature support

Feature SciML Sundials (C++) PETSc TS (C++) torchdiffeq Jax

Stiff ODEs and 
DAEs

Hundreds of methods tested and 
tuned on hundreds of problems

Yes (CVODE_BDF 
and IDA)

Yes (Rosenbrock-W 
methods, BDFs, etc.)

None None (one in progress, 
~200 times slower than 
SciPy according to the 

author!)

Adjoint 
Methods

8 choices tuned for different 
scenarios, including stabilized 
checkpointing, differentiate the 
solver, reversing adjoint

Stabilized 
checkpointing

Discrete sensitivity 
analysis (equivalent to 
differentiate through 

the solver)

Requires reversing the ODE or 
differentiate the solver

Requires reversing the 
ODE

Parallelism GPU, MPI, multithreading GPU, MPI, 
multithreading

GPU, MPI, and 
multithreading

GPU GPU

Event handing Yes Yes Yes None None

SDEs Lots of methods, including 
stabilized, methods for stiff 

equations, high strong order, high 
weak order

None None torchsde, only diagonal noise (or 
order 0.5), requires reversing the 

SDE

None

Delays All ODE methods None None None None



Is this subverting your 
expectations about Python’s 
ecosystem? Yes, it should.



Composability is building ecosystems and 
collaborations

Differentiable Reaction Combustion Libraries 

• Catalyst.jl: since 2017

• 4 major developers

• Support for Bayesian estimation, sparsity, neural network composibility

• ReactionMechanismSimulator.jl: PhD project since 2019

• 2 major developers

• Support for Bayesian estimation, sparsity, neural network composability

• ReacTorch: since May

• 3 major developers, but now using Julia

• jax-reactor: since June

• 1 developer (same person working on the stiff ODE PR!)

• No sparsity, no Bayesian…



Composability is 
building a corpus of 
documentation, 
tutorials, teaching 
resources

DifferentialEquations.jl:

• 4 online workshops with videos

• SciMLTutorials.jl has 26 tutorials from 
physics and Bayesian estimation

• DiffEqFlux.jl documentation, 
DifferentialEquations.jl documentation, 
NeuralPDE documentation, etc. together 
give a large reference documentation with 
>50 tutorials throughout SciML covering 
optimal control, robotics, etc.

torchdiffeq

• 2 examples in the repository mentioned in 
the README (third added 24 days ago)



SciML Opportunities Are 
Ready In Julia!

http://www.juliarobotics.org/

https://clima.caltech.edu/ Robotics Simulation

Pharmaceutical Modeling
https://pumas.ai/

https://github.com/QuantumBFS/Yao.jl
Quantum Circuitshttps://qojulia.org/

SIAM Award Winning

http://www.juliarobotics.org/
https://clima.caltech.edu/
https://pumas.ai/
https://github.com/QuantumBFS/Yao.jl
https://qojulia.org/


Composability Allows 
for Matured FDA-

Validated 
Pharmacometrics
Pumas is the First 
Pharmacometric 

Software to 
Incorporate SciML
Being adopted in 
“Big Pharma” and 

Bedside DSS www.pumas.ai

http://www.pumas.ai/


Composability is reusing the 
same parallelism libraries

• Packages utilize multiple 
dispatch to allow GPU 
support to come from 
different packages: 
CUDAnative.jl, 
AMDGPUnative.jl, 
ArrayFire.jl

• These are pervasively used:

• DifferentialEquations.jl

• Flux.jl deep learning

• Clima climate models

• Yao.jl simulations of 
quantum circuits

• Etc.



Composability means the 
whole language and all of its 
developers are your tool
Composability is a productivity advantage



SciML Open Source 
Software Orgnaization
• DifferentialEquations.jl: high-performance differential 

equation solvers

• DiffEqFlux.jl: universal differential equation training 
optimizers, sensitivity analysis, and layer functions

• ModelingToolkit.jl: symbolic-numeric optimizations and 
automated parallelism

• NeuralPDE.jl: neural network solvers for PDEs, including 
automated physics-informed neural networks and deep 
BSDE methods for high dimensional PDEs

• Catalyst.jl: high-performance differentiable modeling of 
chemical reaction networks

• NBodySimulator.jl: high-performance differentiable 
molecular dynamics

• DataDrivenDiffEq.jl: Koopman Dynamic mode 
decomposition (DMD) methods and sparse 
identification (SInDy)

• And 50 more libraries that cannot be fit!

https://sciml.ai/

https://sciml.ai/


Conclusion: composability is 
Julia’s technical advantage

Julia has a larger ecosystem for SciML because of composability 


